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Abstract
Many wireless ad-hoc networks, such as sensor net-
works and networked embedded control systems, must sup-
port data dissemination with strict end-to-end latency con-
straints. In addition, such networks are often resource con-
strained, e.g., theyshould support energymanagementtech-
niques such as coordinated sleep/wakeup mechanisms. Ex-
isting solutions to the real-time streaming problem are in-
efﬁcient in resource consumption and have large coordina-
tion overheads (such as TDMA-based approaches), or they
are unpredictable, i.e., they can only support soft real-time
systems (such as contention-based approaches). This paper
introduces DARTS, a protocol for dynamic resource alloca-
tions for real-time streams in static wireless multihop net-
works. With DARTS, each node dynamically negotiates (i)
channel accesses for data transfers to its neighbors (for all
real-time streams going through this node) and (ii) future
negotiation points, thereby ensuring contention-free com-
munication and negotiation. DARTS also performs end-to-
end admission control along a stream’s route to ensure that
all deadlines will be met under ideal network conditions.
1 Introduction
Many wireless multi-hop networks carry streams of
data with time-critical information (e.g., video streams in
surveillance networks or sensor streams in monitoring and
control applications), i.e., all packets in a stream must
reach their destination before their end-to-end deadlines
[15]. In addition, these networks often operate in resource-
constrained environments, necessitating energy-conscious
computations and communications. Although there ex-
ist numerous data dissemination approaches focusing on
conserving energy or improving the Quality-of-Service of
communication, there is a dearth of research efforts focus-
ing on meeting all packets’ end-to-end deadlines for high-
assurance time-critical applications. TDMA-based schemes
have been proposed to provide energy-awareness and to sat-
isfy timeliness requirements [4–6], but they are inﬂexible,
bandwidth-inefﬁcient, sensitive to time synchronization er-
rors, and they incur large coordination overheads in mul-
tihop networks. Contention-based approaches that rely on
prioritization [1,7,10] can only provide probabilistic real-
time performance even if the channel conditions are perfect.
Moreover, they require nodes to stay active to continuously
sense or listen to the channel and are therefore not energy-
efﬁcient. Hybrid approaches [12,14] usually adopt a duty-
cycle approach, adapt a node’s sleep/wake states based on
trafﬁc status, and contend for a slotted channel with certain
preferences and prioritizations, but they usually aim for low
energy consumption at the cost of increased latencies.
This paper proposes DARTS (Dynamic Allocations
for Real-Time Streams), a protocol combining TDMA-
like contention-free channel accesses with the beneﬁts
of scheduling-based prioritized approaches. In DARTS,
the TDMA approach of allocating ﬁxed (and bandwidth-
inefﬁcient) slots is replaced by a dynamic reservation mech-
anism, while maintaining the contention-free channel ac-
cess property of TDMA. Scheduling-based utilization anal-
ysis is used to ensure that there are sufﬁcient transmission
opportunities to guarantee that end-to-end deadlines are met
under ideal channel conditions. As a consequence, DARTS
more efﬁciently utilizes resources compared to TDMA-
based solutions and more effectively provides end-to-end
real-time trafﬁc management compared to TDMA-based,
contention-based, and hybrid approaches. In addition, our
Linux-based implementation of DARTS indicates that it is
able to achieve real-time and energy results comparable to
1the ones obtained through simulation, even when DARTS is
implemented on top of the 802.11 MAC protocol.
2 Related Work
An early work studying the issue of real-time communi-
cation in sensor networks is RAP [10], where a deadline-
and distance-aware velocity monotonic scheduling (VMS)
algorithm was proposed. In contrast, DARTS employs
a reservation-based (instead of prioritization-based) tech-
nique to assure end-to-end timeliness. SPEED [7] uses a
feedback control technique to provide soft real-time com-
munication service and focuses on routing for soft real-
time communication, whereas DARTS focuses on message
scheduling to meet end-to-end deadlines. Both RAP and
SPEED require nodes to continuously listen to the channel
and do not take energy consumption into account, whereas
in DARTS nodes only wake up during reserved channel ac-
cess intervals to transmit/receive packets and to listen to
channel access negotiations of their neighbors.
Exploiting channel diversity to support soft real-time
data ﬂows in multihop wireless ad-hoc networks was pro-
posed in [2], where a prioritized MAC protocol called RT-
Chains was presented. With RT-Chains, a route is estab-
lished for every stream, where potentially interfering links
use different channels, thus avoiding packet collisions. In
contrast, DARTS addresses the problem of avoiding inter-
ferencesonasinglechannel, butcouldbeextendedtomulti-
channel scenarios in a manner similar to RT-Chains.
I-EDF [3] is a scheme that exploits the transmis-
sion structure to realize collision-free real-time scheduling,
where a hexagonal cellular architecture partitions the net-
works into cells and EDF is used in each cell to schedule
real-time data. RI-EDF [5] is a table-driven protocol for
timeliness and energy-efﬁciency, where packets are trans-
mitted following an EDF schedule. RI-EDF is a protocol
without a central point of failure, however, it assumes that
the network is fully connected. CR-LST [8] is a central-
ized mechanism to schedule messages by carefully exploit-
ing spatial channel reuse for each per-hop transmission to
avoid MAC-layer collisions. A leader node periodically an-
nounces transmission schedules to follower nodes in a mul-
tihop network. DARTS can be considered as a distributed
version of CR-LST with an explicit admission control pro-
cedure that guarantees timely end-to-end communications.
Numerous energy-conserving protocols for wireless
sensor networks have also been proposed, e.g., MAC-
layer solutions include S-MAC [14], Z-MAC [12], and
TRAMA [11]. All these protocols adopt a duty cycle ap-
proach, trading off throughput and latency for energy sav-
ings. They are not concerned with latency constraints, al-
though they use various heuristics to avoid indeﬁnitely pro-
longing delays. In contrast, DARTS takes both latency and
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Figure 1. Topology used for discussion in this paper.
energy-efﬁciencyasprimaryobjectives. Moreover, forbest-
effort messages, DARTS behaves like an energy-efﬁcient
protocol, while still guaranteeing the timeliness of all real-
time streams.
3 Preliminaries
3.1 Tra±c and Network Model
We consider a network of wireless nodes
fN1;¢¢¢ ;Ni;¢¢¢ ;Nmg generating and forwarding
a set of periodic real-time streams fS1;¢¢¢ ;Sng. Each
stream Sv is characterized by a tuple Sv = (pv;ev;Dv;Rv),
where pv is the period of Sv, Dv is the end-to-end deadline
for each packet in Sv, ev is the worst-case datagram length
(equal to the time necessary to deliver the largest possible
datagram across links en route), and Rv represents the
route from the source to the sink, which is a sequence
(Nv1;¢¢¢ ;Nvn) of nodes along the stream (with Nv1 and
Nvn being the source and the sink, respectively).
In this work, routing and scheduling are considered to
be separate tasks, i.e., we assume that a route has been de-
termined a priori and this paper is concerned with the end-
to-end admission control and per-hop scheduling along that
route. Figure 1 shows an example of two periodic streams
going through a multihop network (we use this example for
our discussions in the remainder of this paper).
Further, we assume a network with one channel and lit-
tle to no node mobility. The interference model is bidirec-
tional as, e.g., the 802.11 standard, i.e., when two nodes
A and B communicate, all other nodes in the communi-
cation range of either A or B cannot receive or transmit.
Distances between links or nodes are an important consid-
eration in determining interference. In this paper, we ex-
press all distances as link distances. That is, two links
are considered to be n-link (n ¸ 0) away if a node of
one link can reach a node of the other link via at least n
links. Similarly, a link is n-link away from a node if the
node can reach a node of the link via at least n links. We
call the set of links that are within n-link distance from
2Table 1. Stream parameters
S p D e
S1 3 3 1
S2 4 4 1
S3 5 5 1
link (Ni;Nj) as Ln(Ni;Nj). Similarly, we call the set of
links that are exactly at n-link distance from link (Ni;Nj)
as ln(Ni;Nj), hence Ln+1(Ni;Nj) ¶ Ln(Ni;Nj) and
Ln(Ni;Nj) =
P
0·k·n lk(Ni;Nj), etc.
Note that although this paper uses the bidirectional in-
terference model, the proposed approach can be adapted to
match a variety of interference models. Further, the pro-
posedapproachcanbeappliedtonetworkswithasymmetric
links and supports both unicast and multicast service.
Finally, we call a reserved contention-free communica-
tion duration a communication session CS (comparable to
a slot in TDMA, but with variable size). A CS is a bidi-
rectional reservation, i.e., the two nodes negotiating a CS
can share the wireless medium for communication in both
directions. None of these nodes’ other neighbors can com-
municateduringtheCS,allowingthemtoturntheirwireless
devices off to preserve energy. Borrowing the link distance
concept, we say two CSs are within n-link distance if their
communication links are within n-link distance.
3.2 Why Dynamic Reservations?
TDMA-based real-time communications are based on
deterministic, contention-free slot allocations. A super
frame is used to limit the number of slot states a node has
to cache. A node uses this information to decide when
it can send data, receive data, or power down its network
card. Disadvantages of TDMA-based approaches include
the need for accurate time synchronization, high overheads
for coordinated slot negotiation, allocation, and mainte-
nance, resource inefﬁciencies (varying datagram sizes), in-
ﬂexibility (ﬁxed super frame size), and low throughput.
Consider the following example which illustrates some of
these drawbacks and brieﬂy introduces the basic concept
behind our proposed scheme. Table 1 lists the parameters
for three in-phase streams S1, S2, and S3. Figure 2 shows
the slot reservations for static and dynamic reservation ap-
proaches using indeﬁnite and ﬁxed super frame lengths. In
Figure 2(a), the length of the super frame is indeﬁnite. The
slot allocations for S1 are made prior to S2. S2 cannot get
contention-free slot allocations since slot allocations of S1
and S2 will inevitably collide (slot 10 in (a)) (and a simi-
lar situation occurs with S3). In Figure 2(b), a super frame
consists of 7 slots and S1 and S2 reserve slots 1, 4, and 7,
and slots 2 and 6, respectively. Both streams will meet their
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Figure 2. Exampleofstatic and dynamicreservations: (a)
static reservations without frames; (b) static reservations for
S1 and S2 with ﬁxed frame length; (c) static reservations
for S1, S2, and S3 with ﬁxed frame length; (d) dynamic
reservations for S1, S2, and S3.
deadlines but at a cost of overreserved bandwidth. For ex-
ample, slot 1 of the second super frame will be idle since
S1 will not have a packet ready for transmission. The re-
served bandwidth utilization is 5
7, whereas the demanded
bandwidth is 1
3 + 1
4. After allocating the slots necessary for
S3, no more slots are available, i.e., 100% of the link band-
width has been reserved even though the network is only
utilized for 78.3%. This scenario is shown in Figure 2 (c).
Finally, in Figure 2(d), dynamic slot reservations (as pro-
posed in DARTS) are used for comparative purposes (the
DARTS approach does not use ﬁxed-size slots), showing
that all three streams can be admitted (since every access
will be negotiated separately), without wasting any band-
width.
4 The DARTS Protocol
4.1 Overview
DARTS relies on distributed dynamic reservations to en-
sure the timeliness of real-time streams in wireless multi-
hop networks. We distinguish between two types of com-
munication sessions (CSs): reservation communication ses-
sions (RCS) and stream communication sessions (SCS).
During an SCS, packets belonging to one or more real-time
streams can be transmitted over a link. During an RCS,
two nodes negotiate future instances of SCSs (for data)
and RCSs (for negotiations). RCSs are also used to no-
tify neighboring nodes of new reservations to prevent them
from making conﬂicting reservations (i.e., reservations that
overlap in time). For a given link between nodes i and
j, RCSt(Ni;Nj), SCSt(Ni;Nj), and CSt(Ni;Nj) indicate
all reserved communication sessions known at time t (note
that t is omitted in the remainder of this paper).
When two nodes agree on a reservation, this reservation
is closely tied to the link between these two nodes. There-
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Figure 3. An illustration of CS reservations.
fore, to simplify discussion, we consider links to be active
resources that negotiate reservations and perform stream
transmissions (instead of nodes). In DARTS, a link uti-
lizes an RCS to reserve future CSs without the risk of in-
terference. The window between two consecutive RCSs of
a link is referred to as Reservation Segment (RSEG). A sec-
ond window, called Reservation Window (RWIN), is used
to describe how far an RCS can look ahead to perform
reservations. Consider the example in Figure 3(a). Here,
a taller bar indicates an RCS and a shorter bar indicates an
SCS. At the RCS marked with “Now”, a link already has
two RSEGs ﬁlled with reservations (indicated by the ﬁlled
bars between t0 and t2) and the goal is to add one or more
RSEGs up to RWIN (indicated by shaded bars). The sum
of all RSEGS that are negotiated in this RCS is referred to
as RNEW (between t2 and t3 in this example). At the next
RCS (Figure 3(b)), RNEW then consists of RSEG= [t3;t4]
and RSEG= [t4;t5]. This process is repeated at each RCS.
Key to interference-free communication in DARTS is
that all nodes that could potentially make conﬂicting reser-
vations are made aware of new reservations before they
start their negotiations. One-hop neighbors can simply stay
awake during their neighbors’ RCSs to overhear their nego-
tiations. Other nodes multiple hops away will learn about
new reservations when they overhear their neighbors’ nego-
tiations or when they perform reservations themselves (de-
tails are discussed in Section 4.2.2). DARTS must ensure
that (i) no two potentially interfering links can make reser-
vations within two overlapping RNEWs simultaneously, (ii)
there is sufﬁcient amount of time to propagate new reserva-
tions to all other links that may potentially reserve conﬂict-
ing CSs, and (iii) any CS reserved by a link must be relayed
to all its interfering links before the CS occurs. We achieve
these by judiciously selecting the values for RWIN, RNEW,
and RSEG (details are given in Section 4.2.1).
Finally, to ensure end-to-end timeliness of every admit-
ted stream, DARTS employs a real-time stream admission
control mechanism. This mechanism guarantees that at
least a certain amount of idle time within a speciﬁc time
range (referred to as local deadline) will be set aside for
the stream under consideration. Also, the accumulated lo-
cal deadlines will be no greater than the end-to-end deadline
required by the real-time stream. Since a new stream may
impact the timeliness of all admitted streams, DARTS per-
forms a neighborhood admission control on a link-by-link
basis, which also results in the assignment of appropriate
relative local deadlines (details of the admission scheme are
provided in Section 4.3).
4.2 Dynamic Channel Reservations
Before we provide the details on the reservation pro-
cess, we ﬁrst discuss the sources of interferences and how to
choose RWIN, RNEW, and RSEG to guarantee contention-
free CS reservations.
4.2.1 Interference Avoidance
Dependingonwhetheran RCSor SCSis tobereserved, dif-
ferent sets of links may be considered as interfering links.
When link (Ni;Nj) reserves an RCS, all links within a 2-
link distance can interfere with this reservation. That is,
any link (Nk;Nl) 2 L2(Ni;Nj) can interfere with an RCS
reservation of (Ni;Nj). For example, in Figure 1, when
RCS(N2;N4) is active, any CS over link (N6;N7) can-
not be active at the same time, otherwise the transmissions
would collide at node N5 and N5 cannot correctly over-
hear the reservation announcement of RCS(N2;N4). On
the other hand, when link (Ni;Nj) reserves an SCS, only
links (Nk;Nl) 2 L1(Ni;Nj) within a 1-link distance can
interfere with this reservation.
To track the channel status, each node Ni maintains the
communication session reservation status CS2(Ni), which
consists of known CS reservations within the 2-link dis-
tance of Ni. By combining CS2(Ni) and CS2(Nj) of a
link (Ni;Nj), the link knows the communication session
reservation status within its 2-link distance. To avoid inter-
ferences, DARTS is designed such that a link’s RCS has a
consistent view of all CSs during its current RNEW before
it starts to make new CS reservations. Note that to obtain a
consistent view, a link only needs to know all existing CS
reservations that overlap with its current RNEW within its
2-link distance.
To help maintain a consistent view for every link, 1-
link neighbors of negotiating nodes overhear new reserva-
tions and propagate (or relay) this information further to 2-
link neighbors when they perform their own negotiations.
However, the timing of these relays is crucial to maintain-
ing a consistent view and to avoiding conﬂicting reserva-
tions. This timing is achieved through judicious selection of
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Figure 4. An illustration of worst-case reservation relay
and RWIN assignment constraint.
RWIN for each link among all potentially interfering links.
If the difference between RWINs of two interfering links
is chosen too small, reservations made by one link during
its RWIN may not have sufﬁcient amount of time to prop-
agate to other links in the 2-link distance. Consider two
interfering links, e.g., (N1;N2) and (N5;N6) in Figure 1
and Figure 4. Suppose RWIN(N1;N2) ¸ RWIN(N5;N6)
(the dashed boxes in Figure 4(a) and (b) indicate RWINs).
During the RCS immediately before t1, (N5;N6) makes
new reservations between (t1;t1 + RWIN(N5;N6)]. In
order for (N5;N6) to have a consistent view during this
RCS, it must have received the new CS reservations made
by (N1;N2) at time t0 if RWIN(N5;N6) starting at t1
has any overlap with the newly reserved CSs. (Note that
CS(N1;N2) in [t0;t3] should already be known to (N5;N6)
at this point). Now assume that there is not sufﬁcient
amount of time between t0 and t1 for (N5;N6) to receive
the new CS(N1;N2) made in [t3;t4]. Then, we must have
t0 + RWIN(N1, N2) - RNEW(N1, N2) ¸ t1 + RWIN(N5, N6).
Otherwise, during RCS(N5;N6) immediately before t1,
(N5;N6) may reserve CSs that interfere with CS(N1;N2)
in [t3;t4]. This relationship can be rewritten as
RWIN(N1, N2) - RWIN(N5, N6) ¸ (t1 ¡ t0) + RNEW(N1, N2).
Note that (t1 ¡ t0) is the time available for (N5;N6) to re-
ceive CS(N1;N2) made during the RCS immediately be-
fore t0. To determine how much time it may take for
CS(N1;N2) reserved during the RCS before t0 to be known
by (N5;N6), observe that CS(N1;N2) reserved during the
RCS before t0 is “overheard” by N4 during the same RCS
(since the RCS announces its reservations to its neighbors
when it makes the reservations). In the worst case, af-
ter maxRSEG(N4;N5), a new RCS(N4;N5) has occurred
which relays CS(N1;N2) to N5 and N6. Hence, in the
worstcase, ittakesmaxRSEG(N4;N5)forCS(N1;N2)re-
served during the RCS before t0 to be known by (N5;N6).
We generalize the above observations in Lemma 4.1, which
states the lower bound on the differences between RWINs
of interfering links.
Lemma 4.1. Given (Ni;Nj) and L2(Ni;Nj), for any
(Nk;Nl) 2 l2(Ni;Nj) and suppose RWIN(Ni;Nj) >
RWIN(Nk;Nl), RWIN(Ni;Nj) must satisfy
RWIN(Ni;Nj) ¸ RWIN(Nk;Nl)
+ min
(Nm;Nn)2l1(Ni;Nj)
fmaxRSEG(Nm;Nn)g
+ maxRNEW(Ni;Nj) (1)
Proof. Suppose at time t0 there exists an RCS of (Ni;Nj)
and the unreserved time interval of (Ni;Nj) is [t0 +
RWIN(Ni;Nj) ¡ RNEW(Ni;Nj);t0 + RWIN(Ni;Nj)].
That is, [t0;t0 + RWIN(Ni;Nj) ¡ RNEW(Ni;Nj)] con-
tains CS reservations of (Ni;Nj) made by the RCSs of
(Ni;Nj) before t0. The CS reservations within RNEW
will be received by link (Nk;Nl) via at least one of their
shared neighbors, e.g., (Nm;Nn) 2 l1(Ni;Nj). The
longest relay delay occurs when (Nm;Nn) hears the an-
nouncement of RNEW from (Ni;Nj) just after an RCS of
(Nm;Nn). This RNEW will be further relayed at the next
RCS of (Nm;Nn). The duration between the two RCSs of
(Nm;Nn) will be the relay delay of the RNEW announce-
ment. The longest interval between two consecutive RCSs
is maxRSEG and assume the reception time of RNEW of
(Ni;Nj) at (Nk;Nl) is t1, then we have:
t1 ¡ t0 ·
min
(Nm;Nn)2l1(Ni;Nj)
fmaxRSEG(Nm;Nn)g (2)
To prevent (Nk;Nl) from making reservations during
a time interval that overlaps with RNEW of (Ni;Nj),
(Nk;Nl) must receive the RNEW before it has a chance
to make such a conﬂicting reservations. That is, at time
t1, the end of RWIN of (Nk;Nl) must be no greater than
the start of the RNEW of (Ni;Nj). Formally, this is ex-
pressed as t1 + RWIN(Nk;Nl) · t0 + RWIN(Ni;Nj) ¡
RNEW(Ni;Nj), which can further be formulated as:
RWIN(Ni;Nj) ¡ RWIN(Nk;Nl) ¸
t1 ¡ t0 + RNEW(Ni;Nj) (3)
Substituting t1 ¡ t0 (Inequality 2) and RNEW with their
respective maximum values in Inequality 3, we derive
Lemma 4.1. Here, maxRNEW(Ni;Nj) is the largest
RNEW(Ni;Nj) within which link (Ni;Nj) can make new
CS reservations.
Note that the RWINs of links within 1-link distance do
not need to satisfy Equation 1, since the reservations made
5by a link can be overheard by all its 1-link neighbors imme-
diately. BasedonLemma4.1, DARTScancomputefeasible
values for links’ RWINs to ensure consistent views by each
link.
In order to support best-effort (BE) trafﬁc, additional
constraints on RWIN have to be considered. If a link wants
to transmit BE trafﬁc during an unreserved time interval,
the link must know all CS reservations made by other links
within its 2-link distance. Therefore, every node must have
an instant view of the status of all its interfering links at
any time. To maintain an instant view, again, a link’s
CSs must be relayed to all nodes within its 2-link distance
before the CSs occur. For example, in Figure 4(b) and
(c), RSEG(t2;t3) made by (N5;N6) must be relayed to
(N1;N2) before t2. The worst-case occurs when (N5;N6)
make CS reservations within the longest reservation region
maxRNEW(N5;N6), then the CSs in this RNEW are re-
ceived by (N1;N2) at the latest possible time (i.e., after the
longest relay delay maxDELAY((N5;N6);(N1;N2))). In
general, maintaining an instant view requires a lower bound
on RWINs, which is stated by Lemma 4.2.
Lemma 4.2. For any (Ni;Nj), it must satisfy
RWIN(Ni;Nj) ¸ max
(Nm;Nn)2l1(Ni;Nj)
fmax
RSEG(Nm;Nn)g + maxRNEW(Ni;Nj) (4)
Proof. Suppose an RCS of (Ni;Nj) at time t0 makes
new reservations within RNEW [t0 + RWIN(Ni;Nj) ¡
RNEW(Ni;Nj);t0+RWIN(Ni;Nj)]. The CS reservations
within the RNEW will be received by any link (Nk;Nl) in
l2(Ni;Nj) via at least one neighbor (Nm;Nn) of (Ni;Nj).
The longest delay is max(Nm;Nn)2l1(Ni;Nj)fmax
RSEG(Nm;Nn)g. Assume that at time t1 every node in
l2(Ni;Nj) has received notiﬁcation of RNEW. Since every
CS reservation of a link must be received by every link in its
2-link distance before the CS actually occurs (i.e., the start
time of RNEW t0+RWIN(Ni;Nj)¡RNEW(Ni;Nj) must
be no less than t1), we have:
t1 · t0 + RWIN(Ni;Nj) ¡ RNEW(Ni;Nj) (5)
otherwise, at time t1, some node will not have the reser-
vation status at t1 since the RNEW has not been received.
That is, we must also have:
t1 ¡ t0 ¸ max
(Nm;Nn)2l1(Ni;Nj)
fmaxRSEG(Nm;Nn)g (6)
Combining Inequality 5 and 6, we derive Lemma 4.2.
Equations 1 and 4 provide two constraints guiding the
assignment of RWINs in the general case. Since this work
isconcernedwithperiodicpackettransmissionsofreal-time
streams (and therefore periodic reservations), DARTS mod-
els a link (Ni;Nj) with a reservation periodic server (RPS)
with a period p(Ni;Nj) equal to the deadline D(Ni;Nj).
An RPS then reserves an RCS once for each period be-
fore the RPS’ deadline and at each RCS, the RPS reserves
RNEW within its RWIN. As a result, maxRSEG(Ni;Nj)
is equal to 2p(Ni;Nj) when an RCS is reserved at the ready
time of an RPS and the immediately following RCS is re-
served at the deadline of the next RPS instance. Similarly,
maxRNEW(Ni;Nj) is equal to 2maxRSEG(Ni;Nj) =
4p(Ni;Nj) when there is a longest possible unreserved
RSEG at the end of the RWIN immediately after the
RCS currently occurring and this current RCS and its
immediately following RCS span over a longest possi-
ble RSEG as well. Then, at this next RCS, there is a
2maxRSEG(Ni;Nj) unreserved time interval within the
RWIN.
A link’s RWINs are determined in a distributed and dy-
namic fashion satisfying both constraints stated in Lem-
mas 4.1 and 4.2. To accomplish this, a simple neighborhood
discovery mechanism (e.g., [11]) can be enhanced with a
clustering or a (2-link distance) link-coloring mechanism
(e.g., [3, 12]) to recursively assign RWINs and converge
fast. Here, we provide a simple approach (Algorithm 1)
that can be used by each node to determine the node’s
RWIN. We impose a static total ordering relation on links,
e.g., (Nk;Nl) > (Ni;Nj), if and only if, the maximum
identiﬁcation (max(id(Nk);id(Nl))) of the pair of nodes
of (Nk;Nl) is greater than that (max(id(Ni);id(Nj))) of
(Ni;Nj), or they have the same maximum identiﬁcation
(max(id(Nk);id(Nl))=max(id(Ni);id(Nj)))butthemin-
imum identiﬁcation of (Nk;Nl) is greater than the min-
imum identiﬁcation of (Ni;Nj) (min(id(Nk);id(Nl)) >
min(id(Ni);id(Nj))). The algorithm forces a pair of
links within a 2-link distance to maintain the relationship
expressed by Lemma 4.1. A link with larger ordering al-
ways holds a larger RWIN (lines 7- 18). Since there exists
a unique total ordering, the RWIN updating procedure will
settle and no more broadcasts of updated RWINs are gener-
ated ultimately, i.e., the algorithm will converge. The same
algorithm is also used by a node joining a network.
For example, we assume that id(Ni) > id(Nj)
if i > j in Figure 1 and that the periods of all
RPSs are identical (p(Ni;Nj) = p), then by Algo-
rithm 1, RWIN(N1;N2) (as well as RWIN(N2;N3),
RWIN(N2;N4), and RWIN(N4;N5)) can be set to the base
RWIN 6p using Equation 4 and RWIN(N5;N6) (as well as
RWIN(N6;N7)) can be set to 12p.
6Algorithm 1 RWIN computation
1: initialization:
2: broadcast base RWIN determined by Equation 4 to neighbors
3: upon receiving RWIN(Ni;Nj) at (Nm;Nn), where (Ni;Nj) 2
l1(Nm;Nn):
4: forward (rebroadcast) the received RWIN(Ni;Nj) ,
maxRSEG(Nm;Nn), and maxRNEW(Nm;Nn)
5: /* suppose a total ordering on links, e.g., (Nk;Nl) >
(Ni;Nj) iff max(id(Nk);id(Nl)) > max(id(Ni);id(Nj))
or max(id(Nk);id(Nl) = max(id(Ni);id(Nj)) \
min(id(Nk);id(Nl)) > min(id(Ni);id(Nj))*/
6: upon receiving RWIN(Ni;Nj), (Ni;Nj) 2 l2(Nk;Nl), at
(Nk;Nl) via (Nm;Nn) 2 l1(Ni;Nj):
7: if (Nk;Nl) > (Ni;Nj) then
8: compute RWIN
0
(Nk;Nl) with RWIN(Ni;Nj),
maxRSEG(Nm;Nn), and maxRNEW(Nm;Nn) by
Equation 1
9: if RWIN
0
(Nk;Nl) > RWIN(Nk;Nl) then
10: RWIN(Nk;Nl) = RWIN
0
(Nk;Nl)
11: broadcast the updated RWIN(Nk;Nl) to neighbors
12: end if
13: else f(Ni;Ni) > (Nk;Nl)g
14: compute RWIN
0
(Ni;Nj) with RWIN(Nk;Nl),
maxRSEG(Nm;Nn), and maxRNEW(Nm;Nn) by
Equation 1
15: if RWIN
0
(Ni;Nj) > RWIN(Ni;Nj) then
16: broadcast RWIN(Nk;Nl) to neighbors
17: end if
18: end if
4.2.2 Reservation Negotiation, Announcement, Moni-
toring, and Relay
DARTSmodelseachstreamdeliveryasthedistributedcom-
munications of a chain of stream periodic servers (SPSs)
per link and per stream en route from the source to the
sink. The SPS for the delivery of stream Sv over link
(Ni;Nj) is denoted as SPSv(Ni;Nj) with the same pe-
riod and CS duration as Sv. Each SPS is responsible for
the reliable packet transmission of its associated stream in
a contention-free SCS. RPSs can be treated as a special
stream server and we call both RPSs and SPSs as PSs. We
denote PSv(Ni;Nj)  PSu(Ni;Nj) if CSs of PSv(Ni;Nj)
potentially interfere with CSs of PSu(Ni;Nj).
We use RCSn(Ni;Nj) (and SCSn(Ni;Nj) and
CSn(Ni;Nj), respectively) to refer to the RCSs (SCS and
CS, respectively) reserved by links 2 Ln(Ni;Nj). Recall
that every node Ni has a consistent view (CS2(Ni)) of
the CS reservation status within its 2-link distance before
it starts to negotiate CS reservations within an RNEW.
By combining the consistent views of the two nodes of a
link (Ni;Nj), a link has a consistent view CS2(Ni;Nj).
DARTS guarantees that every CS reservation within every
new RNEW of a link will not conﬂict with the consistent
TIM] , RNEW , ) (N [CS   REP - CS 6 1  
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Figure 5. Reservation relay, transfer, negotiation, an-
nouncement, and best-effort trafﬁc indication within an
RCS.
view of the link. Moveover, each node involved in an
RCS also relays the received CS reservations from its
1-link neighbors since the last RCS in which this node
communicated with other 1-link neighbors.
The negotiation and relay procedure consists of transmit-
ting three messages (CS-REQ, CS-REP, CS-ACK) and a CS
allocation routine (Algorithm 2). Consider link (N5;N6) in
Figure 1. Suppose N5 initiates CS-REQ (see Figure 5) and
relays the newly heard CS reservations in its 1-link distance
(i.e., CS1(N5)), which is announced by N4 or N6. More-
over, N5 transfer to N6 the known CS reservations within
the current RNEW of link (N5;N6), i.e., the reservations
(CS2(N5) ¡ CS1(N5)) limited to the time interval of the
current RNEW, which are the reservations CS(N1;N2) and
CS(N3;N2)) relayed by N4. All neighbors of N5 (i.e., N4
and N6) will listen to this CS-REQ. Note that all relays for
1-link reservations and all transfers for 2-link reservations
are incremental; and these combined with the overheard 0-
link reservations result in a consistent view of a link. Then,
N6 executes Algorithm 2 and greedily reserves CSs. The
reserved CSs are announced by N6 via CS-REP and N5 re-
turns them via CS-ACK. N6 also relays newly heard CS
reservations via CS-REP. However, N6 does not transfer
any reservations(CS2(N6)¡CS1(N6)) in its 2-link distance
to N5, since the CS reservations are made by executing Al-
gorithm 2 at N6. No reservations are made beyond RWIN,
which keeps the state memory limited to RWIN.
Wrapping up the discussion of the reservation scheme,
we state a set of rules governing the reservation procedures,
which implement the conﬂict-free reservation described in
Section 4.2.1 in a temporally continuous manner. Then we
prove that such a scheme satisﬁes the condition of inter-
ference avoidance and therefore provides contention-free
channel accesses.
² RWIN assignment rules and initialization:
W1: Order links using a clustering or link-coloring
mechanism (e.g., Algorithm 1), and then recursively
produce RWINs of links using Equations 1 and 4.
² Reservation monitoring rules:
M1: Every node Ni listens to RCSs within its 1-link
7Algorithm 2 Communication session reservations at an
RCS
t(Ni;Nj)
1: CS2(Ni;Nj) = CS2(Ni) [ CS2(Nj)
2: Tlast = the completion time of the last reserved RNEW
3: RNEW = [Tlast;t + RWIN(Ni;Nj)]
4: /*traverse all periodic servers which have not been allocated reser-
vations or possibly have reservations within RNEW*/
5: for each PS instance whose respective CS have not been allocated do
6: if PS is an RPS then
7: greedily allocate intervals equal to its SCS length within
RNEW using a non-preemptive EDF policy and ensuring
that neither a reserved RCS nor SCS within its 2-link dis-
tance overlaps with this RCS
8: else fPS is a SPSg
9: greedily allocate intervals equal to its RCS length within
RNEW using a non-preemptive EDF policy and ensuring
that no reserved RCS within its 2-link distance and no re-
served SCS within its 1-link distance overlaps with this SCS
10: end if
11: mark allocated intervals as reserved in both CS2(Ni;Nj) and
RNEW
12: end for
13: trim off reservations after last reserved RCS in RNEW
14: Tlast = the end of last reserved RCS in RNEW
distance. It records (using CS2(Ni)) all overheard and
relayed reservations that are encapsulated within CS-
REQ, CS-REP, or CS-ACK messages. It further sets
its TIM if the TIM ﬁeld of either CS-REQ or CS-REP
indicates backlogged best-effort messages.
² Reservation rules:
R1: At each RCS(Ni;Nj), (Ni;Nj) allocates and an-
nounces reservations for all periodic servers (PSs in-
cluding RPSs and SPSs) over (Ni;Nj) not conﬂicting
with the consistent view CS2(Ni;Nj) of (Ni;Nj) and
relays newly heard CS reservation in its 1-link distance
to its neighbors (following the procedure described in
Figure5andAlgorithm2). TheTIMﬁeldofamessage
to a neighbor is set if there are backlogged best-effort
messages pending for that neighbor.
² Node sleep/wakeup rules:
S1: Node Ni must be awake and negotiate reservations
with its peers during every reserved RCS(Ni;¤).
S2: Node Ni must be awake during any 1-link
RCS(Nj;Nk).
S3: Best-effort messages at Ni can be transmitted dur-
ing unreserved time intervals (i.e., time intervals not
overlapping with reserved RCSs within the 2-link dis-
tance and SCSs within the 1-link distance). If Ni has
backlogged best-effort trafﬁc for one of its neighbors
and the TIM to this neighbor is set, then Ni contends
(fairly [1] or using prioritization [7,10]) for access to
the medium.
S4: If Ni has best-effort trafﬁc to receive, which is
indicated by TIM ﬁelds in messages received from its
Figure 6. Timing parameters of S1 and S2
S e p N4
S1 4 45 60
S2 4 75 100
RPS(¤;¤) 1 45 45
S r(N1;N2) r(N2;N4)r(N4;N5)r(N5;N6)r(N6;N7)
r(N3;N2)
S1 0 15 30 45 60
S2 0 25 50 75 100
neighbors, it stays awake until all backlogged trafﬁc
has been received (e.g., a more ﬁeld within a packet
set to 0 as in [1] indicates the end of best-effort traf-
ﬁc).
S5: Node Ni goes to sleep otherwise.
Theorem 4.3. DARTS guarantees contention-free accesses
for real-time streams and best-effort messages in a station-
ary and bidirectional network.
Proof. Using W1 and Lemmas 4.2 and 4.1, non-interfering
CSs can be reserved. Using R1, new RCSs will be reserved
continuously. And, using M1, every link will record the
newly reserved RCSs within its 2-link distance via over-
hearing directly announced or relayed reservations. Then,
using S2, these neighbors will wake up to listen to these
reserved RCSs as well. Using S1-S5, best-effort trafﬁc
does not interfere with real-time trafﬁc. Therefore, non-
interfering CSs can be continuously reserved and every
reservation will be contention-free.
We use a small example to further illustrate this proce-
dure. The example network and the stream parameters are
shown in Figure 1 and Figure 6. Figure 7 presents a snap-
shot of the reservations of each node, where r(Ni;Nj) is
the release time of a stream over (Ni;Nj). Each line shows
the reservation status CS2(Ni) of Ni.
4.3 Stream Admission Control
The stream admission control decides whether a new
stream is admissible and assigns local deadlines to the chain
of PSs of the new stream. The deadline assignment scheme
guarantees that 1) every SPS of the new stream will have
an SCS reserved within its local deadline and 2) all existing
SPSs and RPSs in the network will continue to meet their
respective deadlines.
The stream admission control consists of three proce-
dures (shown in Figure 8): 1) a request procedure from the
source to the sink, 2) a local deadline assignment procedure
at the sink, and 3) a response procedure from the sink to the
source. The neighborhood admission control is performed
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Figure 7. A snapshot of CS reservations.
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Figure 8. Stream admission control procedure.
on a link-by-link basis and it checks the timeliness of each
PS affected by the joining stream Su.
To calculate the latest reservation time of an affected
PSv(Ni;Nj) relative to its release time using Algorithm 2,
we reduce it to the calculation of a ﬁxed-priority worst-
case response time (Theorem 6.5 in [9]) based on time-
demand analysis. PSv(Ni;Nj) has the latest reservation
time (i.e., worst-case response time) if 1) a critical instant
among the set of PSs affected by PSv(Ni;Nj) occurs and
2) PSv(Ni;Nj) has the lowest priority. The time-demand
function W
(Ni;Nj)
v (t) is then given by:
W(Ni;Nj)
v (t) =
X
PSu(Nk;Nl)PSv(Ni;Nj)
»
t
pu
¼
(eu + ±)
(7)
where ± is the minimum gap that can accommodate an
effective communication. The latest reservation time
W
(Ni;Nj)
v of PSv(Ni;Nj) is the ﬁxed point of Equation 7,
i.e., W
(Ni;Nj)
v =FP(W
(Ni;Nj)
v (t)). We also collect a work-
load heuristic Uu(Ni;Nj) around each link en route to as-
sist the local deadline assignment at the sink, which is given
by
Uu(Ni;Nj) =
X
PSu(Nk;Nl)PSv(Ni;Nj)
eu
pu
: (8)
Combining the aforementioned discussion, we give the
neighborhood admission control algorithm (Algorithm 3)
performed by each link during the request procedure. A
Algorithm 3 Neighborhood admission control at (Ni;Nj)
1: Su is a join stream
2: ¢u is initialized to the end-to-end deadline Du at the source node of
Su
3: U = 0
4: for each PSv(Nk;Nl)  PSu(Ni;Nj) do
5: W = FP(W(Nk;Nl)
v (t)) /*compute the latest reservation
time of PSv(Nk;Nl) by Equation 7*/
6: if W > Dv(Nk;Nl) then
7: reject Su
8: else
9: U = U + ev
pv
10: end if
11: end for
12: Uu(Ni;Nj) = avg(U) /*workload heuristic*/
13: ¢u = ¢u ¡ FP(W
(Ni;Nj)
u (t)) /*deadline slack*/
14: if ¢u ¸ 0 then
15: accept Su at (Ni;Nj)
16: return the latest reservation time FP(W
(Ni;Nj)
u (t)) ¢u, and
the workload heuristic Uu(Ni;Nj)
17: else
18: reject Su
19: end if
sink performs the local deadline assignment by relaxing the
time slack ¢u = Du ¡
P
(Ni;Nj)2Ru W
(Ni;Nj)
u of a new
stream Su based on the neighborhood workload heuristic.
That is, we use Uu(Ni;Nj) to proportionally distribute the
slack ¢u to each hop using:
Du(Ni;Nj) = W(Ni;Nj)
u +
Uu(Ni;Nj)¢u P
(Nk;Nl)2Ru
Uu(Nk;Nl)
: (9)
Theorem 4.4. If the neighborhood admission control is
successful at every link of a joining stream, the stream is
admissible and the end-to-end deadline of the stream will
be met.
Proof. At each link, DARTS checks the latest reservation
times of all PSs conﬂicting with at least one link 2 Ru.
If every neighborhood admission control is successful, then
all local deadlines of all these PSs are satisﬁed. Moreover,
this guarantees that the sum of latest reservation times en
route of an admitted stream Su is no greater than the end-
to-end deadline. For a PS which does not conﬂict with any
link 2 Ru, the workload within its 2-link distance remains
unchanged. They will be unaffected by the new stream and
9thus the admission control mechanism does not need to con-
sider them. Therefore, the lemma is proven.
4.4 Discussion
An implementation of DARTS in a real wireless network
must deal with several practical, yet important technical is-
sues that we have not touched yet. These issues arise mainly
from transmission and node failures, joining nodes, broad-
cast/multicast support, and time synchronization.
First, since in DARTS all nodes within a link’s 1-link
distance will listen to the link’s RCSs, this provides an op-
portunity to integrate existing time synchronization mech-
anisms into RCSs. DARTS requires time accuracy only
within RWINs, which are typically very small, thus infre-
quent synchronization and coarse-grained clocks will suf-
ﬁce. Simple timestamp mechanisms (e.g., as used in [10]
and [11]) can be used for synchronization.
Second, DARTS can be enhanced to support reliable
multicast and broadcast in a real-time and energy-efﬁcient
manner simply by allowing a node to negotiate the same
communication session multiple times over different links.
Third, nodes in a DARTS-based network must receive or
overhear RCSs to operate correctly. In practical networks,
nodes may miss RCSs; but even if an RCS is missed, a
node may hear the missed information in the next RCS of
another neighbor if these nodes share multiple neighbors
(as is not uncommon in multi-hop networks). In addition,
nodes can exploit unused time intervals over their links for
re-transmissions of failed communications.
Finally, a new node joining an ad-hoc network must lis-
ten to existing members for at least the maximum RWIN of
all links within its 1-link distance to collect sufﬁcient infor-
mation for participating in future negotiations (similarly, a
failed node can re-insert itself with this approach). To allow
the new node to initiate its own reservations, DARTS’ nego-
tiation and relay procedure is modiﬁed to provide the node
with opportunities to alert its new neighbors of its presence.
This can be achieved by reserving a brief time interval after
the CS-ACK in the three-way negotiation process inside an
RCS, where a new node can transmit a short request signal.
Nodes receiving this signal will stay awake until the link’s
next RCS in order to listen for reservation requests from the
new node during unreserved time intervals (note that mul-
tiple nodes can join at the same time and they can compete
for the channel using RTS/CTS sequences). Once the ﬁrst
RCS has been obtained, the new node can negotiate future
RCSs like any other existing node.
5 Overhead Analysis
In this section, we provide an analysis of the worst-case
communication and energy overheads of DARTS. The over-
CS-REQ CS-REP CS-ACK
Worst-case 4(jh2j + jh1j)F 4(jh1j + 1)F 4F
Average-case (jh2j + jh1j)F (jh1j + 1)F F
Table 2. Total number of CS reservations announced, re-
layed, and transferred at an RCS.
heads are most signiﬁcant when the network is at the max-
imum theoretical throughput (at which point the communi-
cation and energy overheads also reach their maximums).
The analytical results shows that DARTS has negligible en-
ergy and communication overheads.
We assume a link’s bandwidth of B bytes/second. The
average reservation period of RCS is P seconds and the av-
erage size of an SCS is X bytes. K bytes are used to en-
code each CS (time interval, type, and link identiﬁcation)
within an RCS. Note that a node only encodes link identiﬁ-
cations for CS reservations exactly 1-link away. We denote
the number of links that are n-links away and within n-link
distance from a node as jhnj and jHnj, respectively (hence,
jHnj =
P
0·i·n jhij). The number of links that are n-links
away and within n-link distance from a link are identiﬁed as
jlnj and jLnj, respectively.
First, we calculate the maximum number F of CSs per P
a set of interfering links can reserve. Any two CSs within a
1-link distance cannot be active simultaneously, so the total
bandwidth utilization within any 1-link distance of a link is
at most to 1, i.e., FX
BP jL1j · 1, which produces:
F ·
BP
jL1jX
: (10)
In Section 4.2.1, we stated that maxRNEW and
maxRSEG of a link are 4P and 2P, respectively, requir-
ing 4FK and 2FK bytes to encode, respectively. During
any time interval equal to or less than maxRSEG, a link
can make new reservations that stretch over a time interval
of length maxRNEW. Therefore, a node can hear at most
4Fjh1j new CS reservations since its last RCS occurrence.
According to Section 4.2.2, in the worst case scenario, Ni
informs Nj (using a CS-REQ message) of the CS reserva-
tions over links l2(Ni) within the link’s maxRNEW, which
contains at most 4Fjh2j CSs. Also, the CS-REQ further re-
lays newly heard reservations over links l1(Ni) since Ni’s
last RCS, which contains at most 4Fjh1j CSs. Via the CS-
REP, Nj announces at most 4F new CS reservations over
(Ni;Nj) and relays at most 4Fjh1j newly heard CS reser-
vations over links l1(Nj). The CS-ACK re-announces the
received 4F CSs. We summarize the above analysis in Ta-
ble 2. By substituting F with Equation 10 in Table 2 and
adding up the three components, we obtain the upper bound
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Figure 9. Worst-case energy overhead of DARTS in a
fully-loaded network.
of an RCS duration per period P:
jRCSj ·
(4jh2j + 8jh1j + 8)KP
jL1jX
; (11)
E[jRCSj] =
(jh2j + 2jh1j + 2)KP
jL1jX
: (12)
The bandwidth overhead, W, is equal to the ratio of the
sum of RCS durations within the 2-link distance of a link
per period to the value of the period. It is bounded by
W ·
(4jh2j + 8jh1j + 8)KjL2j
jL1jX
: (13)
The extra energy consumption of a node is due to the node
listening to its neighbors’ RCSs or negotiating with its
neighbors during RCSs. The two nodes of a link will listen
or communicate in jL1j RCSs per period P. While an RCS
is completed, all involved nodes will go to sleep, therefore
the maximum energy overhead per node, E, is bounded by
E ·
(0:5jh2j + jh1j + 1)K
X
: (14)
Now we illustrate the worst-case communication and en-
ergy overheads through example scenarios. We investigate
three different network topologies: grid, cellular, and oc-
tangular, with (jl0j, jl1j, jl2j, jh1j, jh2j) = (7, 16, 24, 12,
18), (5, 8, 14, 6, 12), and (5, 8, 11, 6, 9), respectively. In
all cases, K = 6 bytes. We vary the average size of a CS
and study its impact on the overhead. Since the bandwidth
overhead is proportional to the energy overhead, we only
draw the worst-case energy overhead in Figure 9. Even
in the worst-case, DARTS causes only small energy (and
bandwidth) overheads. Moreover, the overhead does not in-
crease as the network scales up since the reservation relays
and announcements are localized within neighborhoods.
6 Experiments
We implemented DARTS in a simulation environment
and as extension to a Linux kernel and this section provides
results with respect to real-time and energy performance.
Results for best-effort trafﬁc show a similar performance
as presented in [13] and we therefore omit these results for
brevity and focus on real-time trafﬁc behavior.
The simulation setup is as follows. The network is mod-
eled as a 10*10 square with a node at each intersection point
F[i;j], 1 · i;j · 10. The basic workload unit consists
of 40 identical real-time streams, each of which starts at a
boundary node (F[i;j] with i or j equal to 1 or 10) going
straight (vertically or horizontally) to the boundary node
of the opposite side (via 9 hops). The period and end-to-
end deadline of each stream are each 10 time units. The
maximum duration of an SCS is 0.01 time units. The en-
ergy consumptions for the sleep, idle listening, receiving,
and sending modes of the network cards are modeled as
0:1:1.05:1.4 relationship as in [14] and [12]. A node con-
sumes the largest possible amount of energy when it con-
tinuously transmits and we normalize the measured energy
consumptions to the largest possible energy consumption.
Further, the transmission error rate without interference is
zero.
In the following graphs, we continuously increase the
network workload in multiples of the basic workload unit
(as described above) and we compare the real-time per-
formance and energy of DARTS with STDMA [6], VMS
[10], and 802.11 DCF [1]. STDMA (as proposed in [6])
is a trafﬁc-aware spatial-reuse TDMA mechanism, where
the slot assignments of a link are done ofﬂine and pro-
portional to the trafﬁc across the link. The slot size of
STDMA is set to 0.01 units (the same as the SCS dura-
tion in DARTS). We vary the number of slots in a frame
to capture the range of optimal frame lengths (between 40
and 64 slots per frame for our workload pattern). A node
in STDMA sleeps when it does not transmit or receive data.
For VMS, we simulate the prioritized queuing and the con-
tention window of VMS to the best of our knowledge. We
simulate both VMS and 802.11 DCF with RTS/CTS en-
abled and packets of the same stream are transmitted con-
tinuously within the same RTS/CTS session, i.e., in the
form of RTS/CTS/DATA/DATA/¢¢¢/ACK. The reservation
period of every link in DARTS is 20 time units and the
length of an RCS is 0.01 units. To evaluate the performance
of the distributed dynamic reservation mechanism for both
light loads and overload scenarios, DARTS’ admission con-
trol mechanism has been disabled. Note that when a stream
that should have been rejected is accepted, the ¢ param-
eter becomes negative and therefore the local deadline as-
signment becomes a proportional contraction, rather than a
proportional relaxation.
11Figure 10 shows the ratio of deadlines met over an in-
creasing number of basic workload units. At light work-
loads, STDMA, VMA, and DARTS are able to meet all
deadlines, while 802.11 DCF meets most of the deadlines.
Once the workload increases beyond 2 units, the through-
put of real-time streams in DARTS becomes saturated and
the ratio of deadlines met begins to decrease. However,
in comparison, the number of missed deadlines increases
rapidly with 802.11 DCF and VMS due to increased con-
tentions and collisions. Compared to VMS, DARTS is
able to meet 30-50% more deadlines. At light workloads,
STDMA performs comparable to VMS, but at higher work-
loads, STDMA outperforms VMS due to its trafﬁc adaptive
and contention-free nature. However, DARTS outperforms
STDMA due to STDMA’s ﬁxed slot arrangement for each
frame.
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Figure 10. Ratioofdeadlinesmetwithvaryingworkload.
Figure 11 shows the energy consumption normalized to
the peak energy consumption of a node. The energy con-
sumption of nodes using VMS and 802.11 DCF is very
large since nodes must continuously listen to their neigh-
bors. STDMA’s energy performance is the lowest, with
DARTS’ small additional energy consumption being due
to nodes staying awake for their neighbors’ RCSs. Both
STDMA’s and DARTS’ energy consumption is only 1-2.5%
of the peak energy consumption, even for highly loaded net-
works.
We further implemented a prototype of DARTS as an ex-
tension to the Linux kernel. To achieve satisfactory perfor-
mance of the implementation, the protocol has been imple-
mented immediately above the wireless driver (e.g., using
Linux’ functions such as hard start xmit and netif rx) and
the Linux timer has been replaced with a high resolution
timer (i.e., hrTimer with an accuracy of < 10¹s). While
there are noticeable performance tradeoffs, our experiments
with the Linux implementation indicate that it is feasible to
implement a protocol such as DARTS on top of an existing
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MAC layer such as 802.11 DCF.
The experimental results for real-time performance (Fig-
ure 12) and energy performance (Figure 13) show a similar
behavior as the simulations, even though the experimental
network setup is small (compared to the simulation setup)
and the interference constraints are not complex. Also, we
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further assume that wireless cards are always active in the
802.11 protocol. We measure the active time of DARTS us-
ing the communication session times (i.e., when a node lis-
tens to the medium and communicates with its neighbors).
In medium and high workload scenarios, the average active
time per node is high, similar to the results shown via sim-
ulation.
7 Conclusions and Future Work
Providing timeliness guarantees for real-time streams in
energy-constrainedmultihopnetworksisachallengingtask.
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This paper proposes DARTS, a protocol that implements a
dynamic reservation technique that ensures contention-free
communication among nodes in a wireless ad-hoc network.
Furthermore, DARTS’ admission control ensures that only
those streams are admitted, where DARTS can guarantee
satisfactory end-to-end real-time performance. However,
experimentation indicates that DARTS performs well, both
in terms of timeliness and energy, even in overload scenar-
ios. In summary, DARTS obtains the energy performance
of techniques such as STDMA without the inﬂexibility of
frame-based protocols.
Our future work will study adaptive approaches to the
local deadline assignment problem, i.e., a node in DARTS
will be able to re-negotiate its stream’s deadline to allow it
to accept more real-time streams. Further, DARTS assumes
that a route has been established before admission control
takes place, however, we believe that DARTS’ performance
can be improved when route establishment and admission
control are performed together.
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